
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

A No Bull Shit Strength-Building Minimalist Workout 

If your strength is lagging and your physique is not what you want it to look like, chances are you’re 

doing to much at the gym and not focusing on progression overload. Below is a basic workout and if 

done correctly, can build amazing strength. With Strength-building focused around KEY LIFTS comes the 

body. 

Workout guide (for Men and Women) 

Reverse Pyramid Training 

• Warm-up: 2-5 sets at 40-67% of your first set x 4-6 
• Goal: 6 
• Breakdown: 10% 

o Set 1: 100 x 8 
o Set 2: 90 x 10 
o Set 3: 80 x 12 

 

Monday 

Deadlift – 2 sets 4-6 reps, 6-8 reps 

Row or Overhead Press – 3 sets 4-6 reps 6-8 reps, 8-10 reps 

Accessory: Calves, biceps or triceps – 2 sets 6-8 reps, 8-10 reps 

Wednesday 

Bench press – 3 sets 4-6 reps 6-8 reps, 8-10 reps 

Row or Overhead Press – 3 sets 4-6 reps 6-8 reps, 8-10 reps 

Accessory: Calves, biceps or triceps – 2 sets 6-8 reps, 8-10 reps 

Friday 

Squat – 3 sets 4-6 reps 6-8 reps, 8-10 reps 

Weighted Chin-Up or Chin-Up – 3 sets 4-6 reps 6-8 reps, 8-10 reps 



Accessory: Calves, biceps or triceps – 2 sets 6-8 reps, 8-10 reps 
 
Setting Calories for Maintenance  
Setting Calories for Muscle Growth 
Setting Calories For Weight Loss   
The Skill of Tracking you Calories  
 

 
Notes on Routine 

Starting out, select a load you can manage no less than Goal in the first set. Each workout has two 

compound movements and one accessory movement. Always start big (squats) and finish small (calves, 

biceps/triceps, etc.). In the example above, you can choose whether you want rows on Monday and 

overhead press on Wednesday, or vice versa. With regard to accessory movements, you can choose 

whether you like one each workout or two; to save time, for example, you can do biceps and triceps 

back to back, e.g. alternate curls and pushdowns with sixty to ninety seconds of rest between 

movements. Rest at least three minutes between sets, preferably more between sets of deadlift and 

squat. 

For a complete detailed program on strength-building, lean muscle, and nutrition, take a look at my 

offered Programs. Programs that are designed specifically for the lean , dense, and muscular Ideal 

Physiques . 

 

 

Slim- fit work out for women only 

Designed for toning without the Bulk , if you want to add strength and definition incorporate the 

above work out rep and set scheme for areas you want added size . 

 
Workout A 

 

Strength Training 

 
Dumbbell Bench Press: 3 sets x 5 reps (use a weight you can lift 8x) 

 
Lat Pull Down (hands facing you): 3 sets x 5 reps (use a weight you can lift 8x) 

Dumbbell Lateral Raises: 3 x 8 reps (use a weight you can lift 10x) 

Dumbbell Triceps Extensions: 3 x 8 reps (use a weight you can lift 10x) 

Dumbbell Hammer Curls: 3 x 8 reps (use a weight you can lift 10x) 

Core Training 

Lying Leg Raises: 3 x 20 reps 

https://www.truewillaesthetics.com/calculating-maintenance-calories/
https://www.truewillaesthetics.com/setting-calories-for-muscle-growth/
https://www.truewillaesthetics.com/setting-calories-for-weight-loss/
https://www.truewillaesthetics.com/the-skill-of-tracking-calories/


 

 
 

Workout Notes:   
 

• Alternate between Workout A and Workout B with one day of rest in- 
between 

• Rest 2 minutes between sets. For abs only rest one minute between sets 
• For maximum fat burning add 15-20 minutes of steady state cardio after 

the workouts 

Plank: 3 x 1 minute hold 

 
Cardio 

 
Intervals on Elliptical: 2 minutes hard / 1 minute easy x 10 

 
Workout B   

Strength Training 

Seated Shoulder Press: 3 sets x 5 reps (use a weight you can lift 8x) 

Bent Over Dumbbell Row: 3 sets x 5 reps (use a weight you can lift 8x) 

Bent Over Flyes: 3 sets x 8 reps (use a weight you can lift 10x) 

Skull Crushers: 3 sets x 8 reps (use a weight you can lift 10x) 

 
Standing Dumbbell Curls: 3 sets x 8 reps (use a weight you can lift 10x) 

 
Core Training 

 
Lying Leg Raises: 3 x 20 reps 

Plank: 3 x 1 minute hold 

Cardio 

Intervals on Treadmill with 4 degree incline: 1 minute run / 1 min walk x 10 



For a complete and detailed Slim-fit workout routine , nutrition, and cardio plan , check out my Athena 

Sculping program . Designed specifically for toning definition , with bonus strategies for building 

strength and size for desired areas . A program for the women’s ideal physique , capable of being fully 

customized by you for your specific needs and look . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

About:  The Omega Shreds program is a rapid fat loss 

program designed around resistance training with 

Shredding cardio techniques. It will take you to the END 

of your overweight problems and change the way you 

view weight loss forever. 

This is for beginners to advanced to reach their rigid core 

before moving on to the Golden Cut and Alpha Gains 

Programs. Omega shreds is designed to drop bodyfat to 

8-10% in rapid time, while developing a rigid core and 

muscle growth simultaneously. (think Cam 
Cigandet from – Never Back Down or Jake 

Gyllenhaal from – Southpaw) 

https://www.truewillaesthetics.com/product/omega-shredz/


 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

About: The Athena sculpting Program is a 
women’s  resistance training routine, and 
strategized cardio for the slim, fit, and sexy look. 
The program will sculpt the natural curves of a 
woman. This program is developed for the defined 
flat stomach, toned arms, slim defined legs and of 
course great glutes. Athena Sculpting will give you 
the ideal woman physique. (think Scarlett 
Johansson from – Avengers for the slimmer look, 
or Beyoncé for a curvier look) 

About: The Alpha Gains program is designed 
around resistance training and strategized cardio, 
for developing RAPID MAX MUSCLE 
DEVELOPMENT- an X-shaped physique for 
men implies virility and strength. Calculated 
precisely for strong, boulder broad shoulders, wide 
upper back, a small waist, with six pack abs, and 
powerful legs. Muscles will have a much fuller 
more powerful look, yet still looking dense. An 
Alpha Physique- think Joe Manganiello from True 
Blood or Jason Momoa from Game of Thrones. 

About: The Golden Cut program is designed 
around resistance training, and strategized cardio 
for developing a low body fat, V-Tapered 
physique for men, which implies virility and 
strength. Calculated precisely for strong broad 
shoulders, a small waist, six-pack abs, and toned 
legs. Muscles will have a much harder shredded 
look to them while being aesthetically 
proportioned. This will create The Golden Cut 
Physique. (think Henry Cavil from- Immortals 
or Chris Pratt from- Guardians of the Galaxy) 

https://www.truewillaesthetics.com/product/athena-sculpting/
https://www.truewillaesthetics.com/product/alpha-gains/
https://www.truewillaesthetics.com/product/golden-cut/


 

 

About: The Ideal Physique Creator. This is a much 
more involved service, in which we personally 
go through a personalized program together, 
with me as your personal coach monitoring your 
progress and helping you through every step of 
the way.I tailor my programs for your genetics 
and provide you with 2 weeks of meal plans for 
your necessary physique goals. I will customize 
your eating schedule, work out plan, and 
schedule for your daily life. Your calorie & 
macro-nutrient requirements calculated and 
updated throughout. 24/7 personal support 
throughout your entire transformation! Let’s 
take this journey together and I will personally 
help you along the way create your ideal 
physique. 

https://www.truewillaesthetics.com/product/ideal-physique-creator/
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important meal of the day, despite what the “media” and “gurus” tell you. 

Handbook For Intermittent Fasting 

Intermittent Fasting 

The key points covered 

• Intermittent Fasting 

• Strategic black coffee to make fasting effortless 

• Eating two meals per day (one very big meal and one smaller meal) 

• Utilizing strategic fruit snacks to make eating two meals per day effortless 

Let’s get started… 

Intermittent Fasting is what makes my programs so effective. I’ll explain this more in 
 
just a second, but you’ll be skipping breakfast and eating 2 meals per day. 

Yes, you’re not going to be eating breakfast on this plan. Breakfast is NOT the most 
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their claimed benefits will work. 
 

Our bodies go through fed states and fasting states throughout the day. 
 

When our bodies are digesting and absorbing the nutrients from what we ate , we’re in a 

fed state. 

When you skip breakfast, growth hormone goes through the roof, which is 

advantageous because it shifts your metabolism to burning fat for fuel and sparing 

muscle protein. 

Different styles of Fasting are practiced, with the main difference in the window of 
 
fasting without food intake. 

A popular fasting method is 16:8 fast by leangains..  This would call for fasting for 16 hrs 
 
and having a 8 hr eating window to consume all your daily calorie needs. 

For example: you would eat between 12:00 pm to 8:00 pm and fast until the next day to 
 
12 pm. 

Another method is is the Warrior Diet by Ori Hofmekler. This diet involves about a 20 hr 
 
fast with a 4 hour window for one large meal a day. 

Most of these Fasting approached are similar but have strict feeding windows to unsure 
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After this big meal, only drink water. Don’t take in any calories between this big (later) 

meal and the medium meal the following day. 

 
Now, this may take up to a couple weeks to adjust to, but there are ALL sorts of 

benefits of Intermittent Fasting. 

Then when our bodies are done digesting and absorbing the food we ate, we enter into 
 
fasted state. 

The Idea behind intermittent fasting is to keep us in the fasted state longer. 

Most Fasting approaches will be strict about a feeding window or have you fasting for 
 
20 hrs plus! 

My guide to intermittent fasting is a much more simple take on fasting. 

During this fasted state in the morning, drink plenty of water and 1-2 cups of coffee 
 
(coffee will help blunt the hunger). 

Don’t take in ANY additional calories during this “fasting” time. 

You’ll break the fast with a medium meal. 

You’ll eat a second big meal later in the day. 
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Not only does this method diminish cravings for sweets and junk food, but it also helps 

with focus, clarity, and boosts mental alertness. 

 
 
 

 
The meal plan may sound taboo at first but trust me it will actually provide freedom to 

your life. 

 
For best results I recommend fasting for the first 5-6 hours of the day. So if you wake 

up at 7am, aim to go until about 12-1pm before you eat your first meal. 

 

Meal Frequency 
 

As I said above, you’ll be eating 2 meals per day: one big meal and one smaller meal. 
 

 
I’d recommend eating your medium meal first, this will be the perfect amount do get 

you through the day. When you save the big meal for later in the day (your second 

meal), it’s much more phytologically rewarding for the end of the day. You can even fit 

something sweet in this meal which adds even more to the mental reward process. 

 
Because you’re skipping breakfast, your first meal will be later in the day. I’d 

recommend eating this bigger meal 5-7 hours after waking up. 

 
That’s what works for me. If you find yourself getting hungrier earlier, then eat earlier. 

As long as you’re skipping breakfast and waiting at least 4-5 hours after waking up, 

you can eat that first meal whenever you like. 
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The medium meal (ideally the first meal of the day) will be smaller roughly 30% of your 

daily intake. 

 
For this medium meal, I recommend having something like: 

 

 
• Rice 1 cup 

(So for example, if you wake up at 7am, then you’d eat this first meal somewhere 
 
between 12-2pm.) 

Then, eat a second larger meal 4-6 hours after this larger first meal. I’ll get into 
 
specifics of these two meals in the next section. 

Here’s an important point to make first though: You can do this either way, whichever 
 
works better for your lifestyle. 

If you want to have bigger meal first and save the smaller meal for later in the day, 

then you totally can. Some people find it easier to sleep on a smaller meal. Personally 

I sleep like a baby with a large meal for dinner! 

It’s the total calories at the end of the day that counts, not in what order you eat the 
 
meals in. 

We will use a calorie target of 1,740 for example meals 

The medium Meal 
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For fats: if you’re using lean meat (chicken, turkey, white fish), then add fats like oils, 

avocado or cheese. If you’re using steak, then keep fats lower to optimize the protein 

to fat ratio. 

 
Fat helps increase testosterone and keeps you full. 

• Sautéed Chicken pesto 8 oz 

• Tomato Sauce 1 cup 

Total calories are around 562 

(we will be covering your calories and macros in the next section). 

The Big Meal 

The size of this meal may surprise you, but the fact is – we need to hit a certain calorie 
 
total each day, even when we’re cutting. 

This bigger meal (a.k.a. the Feast) should contain 60% of your daily calories. 

For protein: I’d recommend 2-3 chicken breasts, 1 lb of steak or 14-16 oz ground 
 
turkey, etc. 
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1 grilled tomato 
 

 
Dessert: Yogurt Bowl ( this is great because Greek yogurt has all the essential aminos 

acids of meat) 

 
15 oz Chobani vanilla yogurt 

For carbs: I’d recommend a moderate serving such as 2-3 potatoes or sweet potatoes. 

Keep carbs moderate to replenish glycogen, support training performance, elevate 

testosterone and trigger the release of serotonin in your brain . 

Additionally, eat a bunch of veggies. The fiber in veggies like broccoli or cauliflower 
 
slows down absorption of the meal and will keep you fuller longer. 

Example Big Meal: 

1 Pita Bread 

15 oz grilled chicken breast 

3 oz of hummus 

2.5 oz basmati rice 

2.5 oz plain yogurt 
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The fruit snacks only add a couple hundred calories to your diet, but this couple 

hundred calories offers a big bang for its’ buck. 

 
You will find, these couple pieces of fruit make eating low calories and sticking to a 

two meal per day plan, much easier. 

Crushed chocolate chips 2 tablespoons 

Crumbled banana bread 2 oz 

Fruity pebbles cereal 1 oz 

Total calories around 2,186 

Grand total calories for the day roughly: 2,740 

Strategic Fruit Snacking 

Some people may find they get hungry a couple hours before their first meal. Often 
 
times, this is due to depleted liver glycogen. 

Fruit, which contains a mix of fructose and glucose, is the ideal food to replenish liver 
 
glycogen and stave of hunger for a couple more hours. 

By strategically snacking on fruit when you get hungry before a meal, it makes a two 
 
meal diet, pretty damn effortless. 
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As well, some people don’t like huge gaps between meals. Fasting throughout the day 

isn’t hard and the hunger cravings aren’t bad, but sometimes knowing you have 

several hours to wait before you can eat can be tough. 

 
To help with this, we’re going to add 2 servings of fruit to your diet each day. This is 

very healthy as long as you’re in a calorie deficit. 

 
Some examples on how to use fruit: 

 

 
#1 – Have the first “fruit snack” 1-2 hours before your first meal, around the time you 

start to get hungry. 

 
For example, if you sleep till 10am, you’d have your first meal around 4pm and at 2- 

3pm you’d snack on an apple. This makes it easier to extend through the fast. 

 
#2 – Have an apple or serving of fruit 1-2 hours before dinner. 

 

 
#3 – If you’re hungry before going to bed, you can have an apple or some berries (80- 

100 calories per serving max). 

 
Incorporating fruit into your plan like this only adds 160-200 calories to your diet a day, 

which isn’t much in the grand scheme of things. 

 
Add these strategically as “bridge” snacks between your meals to make eating only 2 

meals a day a breeze. 
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Cardio should be on the moderate end of intensity as well. Just walking 45 min on your 

off days will suffice for most. 

If you like a structured cardio routine like interval training keep it at a moderate intensity 

as well. 

Strategic Caffeine Use 

Strategic caffeine use will also play an important role in this intermittent guide. 

Caffeine will help shuttle fat cells into your blood stream, will help blunt appetite and 
 
increase energy. 

Because of this, the most effective place to use it is in the morning when we’re 
 
fasting. 

I also like to have 1 cup before training , Coffee is by for the cheapest pre workout 

supplement there is . To be honest its quite effective as well. 

No more than 2-4 cups of coffee per day: 1-2 in the morning, 1 later for a pre workout 
 
drink before you hit the gym. That’s it. 

EXERCISE ACCORDINGLY 

When applying interment fasting, resistant training should be kept at a moderate 
 
volume. 
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Both resistance training and cardio strategies are applied in my programs. 
 
 
 
 

 

Your main goal should be focused on building strength and muscle with light or strategic 

interval cardio training. 

Unless you’re a full Athletic competitor, anything else is only going to slow your 

progress down. 

Intermittent fasting for Morning traning 
 

Remember its mainly about the total number of calories consumed in the over all 

day. Training early in the morning can make it slightly hard for fasting but easily 

adaptable. I personally do this sometimes depending on my schedules. 

With that said contrary to popular believe I still recommend pushing your first meal 

until lunch time or the afternoon! 

 
Wake up: 7am – drink black coffee 

 

 
Workout: 7:30-8:30(BCAA supplementation. You would take two doses of 10g of branch 

chain amino acids around training.) 

 
Fruit: 12pm 

 

 
First meal: 2pm 

https://www.truewillaesthetics.com/classes/
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Last meal: 8-10pm 
 

 
What Are The Benefits of Fasting? 

 

 
1) By pushing your first meal later into the day, you give yourself a ton of flexible dieting. 

Now you have just a couple meals to hit your calories. This means you can eat big, 

delicious meals, while dropping fat! 

 
2) When you no longer have to worry about food prep, cleaning and eating first thing in 

the morning and during the day, you can get way more work done 

 
3) Due to and increase in growth hormone from intermittent fasting studies have shown 

an improvement in fat mobilization. 

 
4) Fasting has been used for centuries around the world for multiple health benefits. This 

is not something new and trendy. 

Conclusion 
 

 
1) Forget about the eating window, it is restrictive and unnecessary. Instead, 

simply focus on pushing your first meal 4-8 hours after rising. You don’t 

need to break your fast 

2)  or end your fast the same time, each day. That is extremely restrictive. 

The only rule is to push your first meal after rising. 
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2) Don’t think about fasting. Just go about your day, and understand this is very good 

for you, and this is what your body is designed to do. Your body will kick up energy 

through increasing fat mobilization. Going without breakfast isn’t going to kill you. 

 
3) Use black coffee to strategically to blunt appetite. . 

 

 
5) Break your fast with 1-2 pieces of fruit. If hunger cravings start to get the best of you. 

 

 
6) When it comes time to eat, listen to your body. You don’t want to be hungry during 

the feeding window. If you’re full, it’s okay to go lower in calories if you’re satisfied. 

 
7) Eat foods that really fill you up and satisfy you on your calorie intake. 

 

 
8) You don’t have to have 2-3 conventional meals. You can have one main meal and 

some smaller snacks. You can be very flexible with the diet. Yes you can have big 

meals right before bed, this will not cause fat gain. 

 
9) keep weight training centered around high intensity strength building with low to 

moderate volume. Cardio should be kept low to moderate, sometimes no cardio is 

needed at all. 

 
What Else Can You Do To Make Intermittent Fasting Easy? 

 

 
Another important strategy for how to do intermittent fasting properly is eating the right 

foods. 
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If you’re looking for amazing meals to eat on your intermittent fasting plan, I definitely 

recommend checking out Ideal Meals! 

 
Oh and one other, very cool tip, that works extremely well, is to break your main meal 

up. Fill up on an big portion of meat and carbs, then, 30 minutes to 2 hours later, 

indulge in a giant yogurt bowl with assorted toppings! This is just another strategy to 

keep you satisfied for longer.  Apply these simple rules and they will soon become 

second nature to you. Your life will change and people will think you have god like 

genetics as your body transforms into a lean, muscular Greek statue! 

For the most comprehensive strength programs, combined with intermittent  

 

 
This 3 part Physique Series can help you determine what body type you want. Depending on what your starting point is.  
 
The Guide to My Goal Physique Series: 
 
Part 1 Getting into Shape 
Part 2 The 5 Starting Body Types  
Part 3 The Most Important Factor  
 

  

MICHAEL WORLEY 

My name is Michael Worley creator of True Will Aesthetics. My Website is designed to 
help men and women around the world build their dream body. A system built 
specifically for the anatomy of the body and laws of attraction. A shape universally 
respected and admired throughout the centuries. The Lean, fit, and defined body, The 
Ideal Physique. 

 

THANK YOU FOR PUTTING YOUR TRUST IN TRUE WILL AESTHETICS. 

https://www.truewillaesthetics.com/classes/
https://www.truewillaesthetics.com/goal-physique/
https://www.truewillaesthetics.com/a-guide-to-your-goal-physique-part-2/
https://www.truewillaesthetics.com/a-guide-to-your-goal-physique-part-3/
https://www.truewillaesthetics.com/author/mike/
https://www.truewillaesthetics.com/author/mike/
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I know what it’s like to need support. My philosophy is to treat you as I would like to  

 

 

IF NOT NOW, WHEN ? 
 Procrastinating or Giving Up Excuses as to Why You’re Not Ready 

to Take Action Right Now. But the Fact is – When Will be a Good 

Time to Take Action, is There Ever Any Perfect Time. Why not 

NOW Rather Than Push Things to the Side and Leaving it for a 

Later Time. 

contact me 24/7 about anything, whether it’s about diet, nutrition, or just life questions. 

This is for you, and I just get to be the one to help, and watch the transformations unfold. 

I know what it’s like to need support. My philosophy is to treat you as I would like to be treated. 

You can contact me 24/7 about anything, whether it’s about diet, nutrition, or just l 


